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Revolutionary Promark FireGrain
Flame Treated Stick Range
*The worlds most durable Hickory drum sticks EVER

The ALL NEW Evans UV1
Proprietary Coated Drum Heads
*Our most durable single ply head EVER

$7,887

DW Collectors Series 3pc
Stainless Steel Shell Pack 
Ushering in a new era for Collector’s Series drums is the 
new Stainless Steel kit. 1.5mm rolled shells with folded 
bearing edge. Resonant, rich & remarkably warm!!
See instore for available
options & sizes.
24/12/16 priced & pictured
*picture for illustrative purposes only -
snare drum, cymbals & hardware not included in price.
Pricing based on chrome drum hardware.

       COLLECTORS
             THE DRUMMER'S CHOICE

$25 $25 $179

The NEW & IMPROVED Studio 
Tune-Bot Electronic Drum Tuner
TUNE-BOT_STUDIO
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DW Pure PurpleHeart Collectors Lacquer Specialty Shell Pack 
Deriving its name for its purple hue, the shells are even more dense than oak & provide ample attack and punch.  A sound unlike traditional drum-making 

woods, like maple or birch, Pure Purpleheart drums can be custom ordered in any DW Custom Shop size or shell config. Natural-to-Candy Black Burst 
Lacquer Specialty finish with Black Nickel Hardware. 22/10/12/14/16/14s - Picture for illustrative purposes - hardware & cymbals not included in price

DW 45th “Sapphire Anniversary” Limited Edition Shell Pack - ONLY 3 IN AUSTRALIA 
From the DW Custom Shop, and inspired by renown violin maker Antonio Stradivari, comes the Collector’s Series “Sapphire” Anniversary drum set. 

Each finely-crafted instrument is constructed from hand-picked Norwegian Spruce from the Fiemme Valley in Northern Italy and select European 
Sycamore. An intricate laser-cut inlay adorns each shell that is finished in a Natural-to-Candy Black Burst Lacquer Specialty finish with Nickel Hardware. 

22/10/12/14/16/14s - Picture for illustrative purposes - hardware & cymbals not included in price

DW Maple Performance Series Lacquer Shell Pack 
This is a DW drumset in every way. No detail has been overlooked, no corners have been cut. Performance kits look & sound decidedly DW. Easy 
to tune, superior sounding HVX shells. Available in 3 other lacquer finishes and a range of sizes. Also available 4 Finish Ply colours which are 10% 
cheaper than the lacquer option. 22/22/10/12/14/16/14s - picture for illustrative purposes - hardware & cymbals not included in price

DW Pure Maple Collectors Finish Ply Shell Pack 
The original DW shell. The most popular wood for drum making, maple is a hardwood that produces maximum resonance, projection and attack. 
Combined with reinforcement hoops, it can produce a more focused sound and is well suited for live and studio applications. 22/10/12/14/16/14s
*Picture for illustrative purposes - hardware & cymbals not included in price

3

$7,560

$5,745

$13,954

$11,573

332
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$1,599$2,879
DW Design Series 5pc Maple Shell Pack - DDLM2215BL
Design Series have thicker North American Maple shells that pack a 
punch. Incorporating HVLT™, these shells are full, resonant, & responsive. 
22/10/12/16/14s - hardware & cymbals not included in price

PDP ‘Daru Jones’ New Yorker Package - PDDJ1804YBPK
A combination of hybrid poplar/maple shell & “short stack” dimensions makes 
the kit sound remarkably big and warm for its diminutive size. 18/10/14/13s & 
DW 6000 Series Ultra-light Hardware AND CASES!!  - cymbals not included

555

MANY ADD-ON TOMS & REVERSE
                   COLOUR OPTION AVAILABLE

$1,249
PDP Classic Series ‘Be-Bop’ Shell Pack - PDCC1803_ _
With retro looks and a warm vintage-style sound, the Concept Series™ 
Classic Wood Hoop kit is sure to turn heads. Available in two distinct, 
matte-finished themes. 18/12/14   - hardware, snare & cymbals not included

PDP Classic Series Shell Pack
A modern take on classic wood hoops! Available in two distinct, matte-
finished themes and a variety of bass drum options. Kit pictured & priced is 
24/13/16   - hardware, snare & cymbals not included

$749

$1,699

PDP CentreStage Series Package - 22/10/12/16/14s
Includes: PDP 4pce hardware pack, PDP 14/16 cymbal pack & Evans G2, 
EMAD & Powercentre upgrade head pack!
*Also available in 20/10/12/14/14s

PDP Concept Series 5pce Package - 22/10/12/16/14s
Includes: PDP 800 Series hardware pack, Meinl HCS 14/16/20 cymbal pack, 
Meinl 10” splash & Evans G2, EMAD & Powercentre upgrade head pack! 
*Available in your choice of 100% maple or 100% birch shells

PDP MainStage Series Package - 22/10/12/16/14s
Includes: PDP 6pce hardware pack (inc. stool), Meinl HCS 14/16/20 cymbal 
pack, Meinl 10” splash & Evans G2, EMAD & Powercentre upgrade head pack! 
*Also available in 20/10/12/14/14s

PDP Concept Series 7pce Package - 22/8/10/12/14/16/14s
Includes: PDP 800 Series hardware pack, Meinl HCS 14/16/20 cymbal pack, 
Meinl 10” splash & Evans G2, EMAD & Powercentre upgrade head pack!
*Available in your choice of 100% maple or 100% birch shells

$1,149

$2,149

           ALL KITS ON THIS PAGE FULLY PACKAGED &
                    INCLUDE CYMBALS, HARDWARE & SET OF EVANS BATTER HEADS

$1,599
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$319

DW ‘Ultra-Light’ Cymbal 
Stand DWCP6710UL
Super light weighing only 1.15kgs!

DW ‘5000 Series’ Cajon Pedal
DWCP5000CJ
Employing DW’s industry-leading remote cable technology and a unique new Pivot 
Drive System™, The DW Cajon Pedal offers low-latency, smooth, effortless play-
ability. Please note: Carry bag included...but the cajon is not.

DW 5000 Series ‘Low Boy’ Hats
DWCP5000LB
Inspired by the vintage lowboy hi-hats of the 1920’s 
and utilizing the latest GlideTrackTM drive technology, 
the DW Lowboy hi-hat stand is smooth and effortless 
to play.of any kick to complete your tonal spectrum

DW ‘Ultra-Light’ Snare 
Stand DWCP6300UL
Super light weighing only 1.15kgs!

DW ‘Ultra-Light’ Hi Hat 
Stand DWCP6500UL
Super light weighing only 2.3kgs!

$359

6

$1,349

$749

$879

$299

$399

$1,129

$349

PDP Black Nickel Snare 
10 x 6 Auxiliary Steel Snare  PDSN0610BNCR
A perfect compliment to anyone’s setup!

DW ‘Carbon Fibre’ Snare 
14 x 5.5 Carbon Fibre Snare  DRVF5514SVC
It provides plenty of cut for loud playing situations, but is also dynamically sensitive. Also available 6.5” deep!

DW Eco-X ‘Banana’ Snare
14 x 5.5 Snare with Nickel Hardware  DRH25514SSK
Bamboo/Birch shell with X-Shell Technology provides an exceptionally wide tonal spectrumt! 

DW ‘Purpleheart’ Snare
14 x 5.5 Snare with Chrome Hardware  DRU45514SSC
Deriving its name for its purple hue, the shells are even more dense than oak and provide ample attack and 
punch. A sound unlike traditional drum-making woods, such as maple or birch

DW Black Nickel Snare
Black Nickel Over Brass 14 x 8  DRVB0814SVC
*other sizes available in store

PDP ‘Black Wax’ Maple Snare
100% Maple Snare l 14 x 5.5 Snare
*also available in 14x6.5 sizing  PDSN5514BWCR

PDP Black Nickel Snare
100% Auxiliary Steel Snare l 14 x 6.5 Snare
*also available in 14x5.5 sizing  PDSN6514BNCR

     snare drum
           for every budget   a

$199

$549

DW Design Series ‘Piccolo Toms’ DDST25_ _TTCR
Designed with legendary drummer Terry Bozzio, piccolo toms feature a 2.5-inch-deep chrome-plated 
steel shell with chrome lugs and heavy-duty TB12 mounting bracket. A versatile add-on, they’re 
available in 8”, 10” and 12” diameters and are compact enough to fit any set-up.

DW Design Series ‘Concert Tom’ Set
8” & 10” pair w/DWSM992 bracket  DDCT02BLCR
*Also available in 6” & 8” set at same price!

$279

PDP Black Wax Snare 
10 x 6 Auxiliary Snare  PDSN0610BWCR

   designed by 
 drummers for
           drummers

$149

$159

$109

7776
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$99

$149

$209

$289

$329

$99

$139

$199

$289

$359

$119

$159

$199

$349

$399

snare stands boom stands drum thrones
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PDP 700 Series
PDSS700

DW 3000 Series
DWCP3300

DW 5000 Series
DWCP5300

DW 9000 Series
DWCP9300

DW 9000 ‘Air’ Series
DWCP9300AL

PDP 700 Series
PDCB700

DW 3000 Series
DWCP3700

DW 5000 Series
DWCP5700

DW 9000 Series
DWCP9700

DW 9000 Multi Series
DWCP9702

PDP 700 Series
PDDT700

DW 3000 Series
DWCP3100

DW 5000 Series
DWCP5100

DW 9000 Series
DWCP9100

DW 9000 ‘Air’ Series
DWCP9120AL

$109

$169

$329

$529

$899

$259

$329

$699

$979

$1,649

$119

$249

$399

$629

$899

single Pedals double Pedals HI-HAt stands
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PDP 400 Series
PDSP450

DW 2000 Series
DWCP2000

DW 5000 Series
DWCP5000AD4

DW 9000 Series
DWCP9000PB

DW Machine Chain
DWCPMCD

PDP 400 Series
PDDP402

DW 2000 Series
DWCP2002

DW 5000 Series
DWCP5002AD4

DW 9000 Series
DWCP9002PC

DW Machine Chain
DWCPMCD2

PDP 700 Series
PDHH700

DW 3000 Series
DWCP3500

DW 5000 Series
DWCP5500D

DW 9000 Series
DWCP9500D

DW Machine Drive
DWCPMDDHH2

9998

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BZPhq3-gGnM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_YmXNhrwOkw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eav9vlvkEtI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nqdFGrrNfTI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9hOBvpFOQrU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uadKXvomNb4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Kgc56ZRB1o
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Meinl Byzance Series - Six Degrees of Darkness
One-of-a-kind. The warm darkness of traditional hand hammered cymbals is re-imagined with Byzance. Each range is hand crafted by MEINL artisans at 
their foundry in Turkey, then given sound-enhanving final touches by their craftsmen in Germany. Six different ranges offer a choice of feels and sounds for 
virtually every style of music. Best of all, with Byzance your soundis all yours, because every Byzance cymbal is a one-of-a-kind!

Choose from Traditional, Vintage, Jazz, Exra Dry, Dark & Brilliant. Diameter dictates the retail price. All Byzance cymbals are priced alike.

$669

$569

$499

$399

$379

$319

$219

$189

$169

$549

$499

$449

$729 $439$289 $599

15” Hi-Hats

14” Hi-Hats

13” Hi-Hats

17” Diameter

16” Diameter

15” Diameter

12” Diameter

10” Diameter

8” Diameter

21” Diameter

20” Diameter

19” Diameter

16” Hi-Hats 18” Diameter14” Diameter 22” Diameter

HI-HATS splashes, crashes, chinas & rides

“What I really like about my Deep Hats is that they have so many musical applications.They fill the sonic gap between my main hihats, and my crashes. 
I play them half open as a time keeper, very similar to crash-riding, however the Deep Hats sound softer and more articulated.That is something I prefer. 

They have the right amount of wash and trashiness, combined with a soft, dark tone. Absolutely perfect for my style of playing.”  - Anika Nilles

“This stack cuts through the mix with a crunchy bite. With no ring the sustain is dry and pleasing to the ear. Its trashy quality is maintained through a wide 
variety of tensions, with my personal favorite being a light tension that gives its Fat Stack namesake. It functions in my set-up mainly as a time keeper, but 

it also works extremely well with choppy accents. Coupled with a snare it has a great organic hip hop clap sound.” - Matt Garstka

“The Super Stack is super loud, super fast, and super short. It allows the drummer to override and supersede even the most dense frequency chaos 
and make a clear and consice percussive statement in every musical situation. By adjusting the pressure of the wing nut, you can adjust the length of the 
sustain and dial up your perfect stack attack and decay. This is the most versatile stack combination you’ll find.” -  Thomas Lang

“Quick as a bullet, hurts like one too. Abrasive but musical. Perfect for when you need to cut and make your point, but make it quick. The Bullet Stack 
can be used on accentuate in grooves or fills, or utilized as a time keeper. What I love about the Bullet Stack is that no matter how quickly you need it to 
be present and then disappear, it always delivers.” - Luke Holland

$839

$499

$969

$489
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The Meinl Cajon Drum Set CAJ-DRUMSET
The MEINL Cajon Drum Set is a portable rhythm station that provides the essential ingredients to drumming: kick, snare, and hi-hat. This set includes 
everything needed for players looking to perform their normal drum set rhythms in smaller, intimate acoustic settings.

$849

$29

$69 $99

$25 $159

Meinl Heel Shaker
HSH
Free up your hands to play anything else

Meinl SnareBoX
SNAREBOX
Not just for time-keepers!

Meinl Heel Tambourine
HTA
Add a little jingle to your grooves

Meinl 5.5” Cowbell
Chrome  STB55-CH
*range of sizes available priced accordingly

Meinl Small Mouth 8” Cowbell 
Chrome  STB80S-CH
*range of sizes available priced accordingly

$159

$139

$25

Meinl Mounting Bar
PMC-6
*price for mounting system only, doesn’t include percussion or cymbal stand

Meinl Mountable Cajon Snare
MCS1-BK

Meinl Backbeat Tambourine
BBTA1-BK to suit 10” & 12” snares, BBTA2-BK to suit 13” & 14” snares
Place the Backbeat Tambourine directly on your drum head to really turn up the groove!

$199
Meinl BassBoX
BASSBOX
Punchy low end and immense bass notes provide a thumping foundation to your music

$25Meinl Luis Conte Studio Shakers
Assorted colours and sounds

brighten up 
   your spontaneous jam sessions!

$79$69

Meinl Black Percussion Block
High Pitch  MPE1BK

Meinl Red Percussion Block
Low Pitch  MPE2R

13131312

Meinl Jr. 7” Djembes
Portable with big sound, great tone, and lightweight synthetic shell, the MEINL JR. Djembe is the perfect instrument to grab and go for any occasion. 
From outdoor gatherings with friends to spontaneous jam sessions or teaching others about rhythm, these compact djembes deliver.

$65
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$40PR

$44PR

$49PR

$18PR

$25PR

Promark Rods
There’s a reason these have been the best selling rods for decades!! Promark Hot Rods are a Promark original, copied by others, but 
never equaled. Made of premium select birch dowels, these rods provide an excellent consistency and feel. Available in four guages.

Promark “Broomsticks” PMBRM2
Broomsticks are a hybrid between brushes and Promark Rods made from actual broomcorn. They offer greater volume than brushes, 
though less attack than rods. Adjustable O-rings allow the player to change the spread of the bristles much like one would with brushes.

Promark Performer Series Mallets PST3
Promark PST3 general maple timpani mallets feature a German felt parachute-style covering for a warm, articulate sound on all sides of the 
mallet. The PST3 provides medium articulation and balanced tone. A perfect versatile all-rounder mallet.

Promark ‘Select Balance’ FireGrain Stick 
Promark’s most durable hickory stick EVER! FireGrain is a revolutionary heat-tempering process that transforms ordinary hickory drumsticks 
into precision tools with unprecedented durability. Hit harder and play longer, naturally. No excess vibration, no space age gimmicks, just 
natural hickory, hardened by flame. Available in our 8 best selling models: Forward & Rebound 5A & 5B, and traditional 7A, 5A, 5B & 2B.

$20PR
Promark ‘Select Balance’ ActiveGrip Acorn Tip Stick 
ActiveGrip is a heat activated grip coating that becomes tackier as a players hands sweat and their body temperature rises. Unlike other 
grip alternatives on the market ActiveGrip doesn’t tear up players hands or cause restrictions to range of movement or technique. It applies 
thin like traditional lacquer adding no additional diameter or weight to the stick and it doesn’t transfer onto player’s hands, cymbals or rims.

$40$55

$25

$39

$40

$50

$50

Promark Nylon Bristle Brush  B600
Promark Nylon Brushes feature thicker-guage clear nylon bristles for a pronounced response. 
The bristles conveniently retract into the American made impact resistant plastic handle.

Promark ‘Transport Deluxe’ Bag  TDSB
With a specific spot for all of your personal belongings, 
this is our premium top-of-the-line stick bag. It’s loaded!

Promark ‘Sliver’ Stick Bag  SESB
With enough room to fit four pairs of sticks comfortably, 
this bag allows gigging musicians to travel light.

Promark ‘Every Day’ Stick Bag  PEDSB
Made from durable, weatherproof ballistic nylon, this bag 
is built to withstand the wears both on and off stage.

Promark Retractable Nylon Brush  B400
Promark Retractable Nylon Brushes feature light-weight blue nylon bristles that won’t bend out of 
shape. The bristles conveniently retract into the American made impact resistant plastic handle.

Promark General Telescopic Wire Brush  TB5
The Promark TB5 general telescopic brush features a textured grip surface and heavier gauge of 
wire for added volume and increased durability.

Promark Telescopic Wire Jazz Brush  TB3
The Promark TB3 telescopic brush was inspired by the original Gene Krupa jazz brush. It features 
a smooth rubber handle with great balance for fast response.

Promark ‘Select Balance’ Acorn Tip Stick 
Now available as an option on the Select Balanc range, the reinvented Acorn tip provides a larger sweet-spot to increase responsiveness 
& articulation.  Choose FORWARD to optimize POWER & SPEED with a front-weighted feel or REBOUND to optimize FINESSE & AGILITY 
with a rear-weighted feel. 
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$159

Evans ‘Sound Off’ Mute Pack 
SOSETFSN (10,12,14,14,22,BD,RD,CYM)
*Available in Fusion or Standard sizings

$39$12 $39$35

Evans Torque Drum Key
DATK
Tension adjustable tuning key

Evans EQ Patches - 2pk
Single or double
*Available in clear also for more attack!

Evans EQ Pad
EQPAD
Bass drum muffling pillow

Evans ‘Real Feel’ Apprentice Pad 
7” Realistic Feel  ARF7GM

Evans ‘RealFeel’ Bass Drum 
Practice Pad  RFBASS
*Pedal not included

17171716

The Evans Calftone Tom Range - Available in 8”-18”
Calftone drumheads are a synthetic alternative to traditional calfskin. They embody the look and sound of a natural skin but with the consistency, fit, and 
tuning range made standard with Level 360 Technology. These heads bring out the best of a vintage kit and evoke a classic appearance and sound from 
modern drums. Made with 7mil film base and blended with unique materials, these heads are thinner than our bass heads to help greater tonal response.

The ‘ALL NEW’ Evans UV1 Range - Available in 8”-18”
The UV1 series is designed for the widest range of sonic possibilities while remaining the most durable single-ply drumhead available. The patented UV-
cured coating provides unmatched durability and consistency of texture, while the unique 10mil film delivers exceptional strength and versatility for a full 
range of musical applications. UV1 drumheads are the number one solution for drummers who are tired of flaked, chipped, and worn out coatings. They 
also feature increased surface texture making them extremely responsive for brush playing. Combined with Level 360 Technology™, the UV1 series is the 
most versatile and durable 10mil drumhead drummers have ever laid their hands on. 

$33

$69 $95
EVANS ‘Calftone’ Resonant - Available 16”-26”
Calftone is made using a 12mil Mylar base blended with unique materials 
to produce warm, full, and rich tones. Can be be used as both a batter and 
resonant head.

EVANS ‘Calftone’ Emad - Available 16”-26”
Made using a 12mil Mylar base blended with unique materials to produce 
warm, full, and rich tones. Combined with EMAD features, these heads 
have the benefit of adjustable damping for added attack and focus.

$29

Promark Sizzlers  S22
The perfect alternative to putting permanent rivets in 
your favorite cymbal. Also available in heavier guarge.

$129

14" HEAD

22" HEAD 22" HEAD

$33
14" HEAD
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        THE GLOBAL
                           LEADER

$379

$179$199

$259

The NEW & IMPROVED Studio 
Tune-Bot Electronic Drum Tuner
TUNE-BOTSTUDIO

SKB 14 x 5.5 Snare Case
1SKB-D5514

SKB 22” Pro Cymbal Vault 
Fitted with wheels & extendable handle
1SKB-CV22W
*cymbals not included

SKB Mid-sized Drum Hardware Case
Fitted with wheels & extendable handle - Our No.1 selling hardware case - 1SKB-DH3315W
*price for case only, hardware not included

Terms & Conditions
This catalogue should be read subject to the following 
terms and conditions:
   

Availability
All products in this catalogue have been included in 
good faith on the basis that the products will be made 
available to stores in time for the sale.  A failure to 
deliver in accordance with orders placed by stores may 
result in products being unavailable.  Not all products 
are available in all stores, so please ascertain availabilty 
before visiting the participating store.
 

Pricing
Price is subject to change and does not include delivery, 
freight, or insurance charges.

General
Product speciifications are subject to change and are at 
the discretion of the manufacturer.  While every attempt 
has been made to accurately reproduce the colour of 
all items, some variations may occur, i.e. pictures used 
in this catalogue are for illustration purposes only. 
The suppliers reserve the right to correct any errors, 
omissions or misprints. All trademarks
are the property of their respective owners.

Puresound ‘Twisted’
Steel Wires - 20 Double Strands  
T1420
Coiled in pairs for greater articulation & 
response with a “dry” tone

Puresound ‘Super 30’
Steel Wires - 30 Strand
S1430
Distinctive penetrating sound without 
choking or sacrificing the feel

Puresound ‘Custom Pro’ 
Brass Wires - 20 Strand  
CPB1420
Brass models provide bright/resonant 
sound - also available in steel for a 
darker/crisper response - CPS1420

Puresound ‘Blaster’ Steel 
Wires  - 20 Strand  B1420
Developed for high volume, high 
intensity drumming

$59 $49$34$44


